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A S THE RETAIL SHIFT TOWARD E-COMMERCE 

MARCHES ON, ‘companies are rethinking their 

warehousing, fulfillment, and distribution models and 

developing new go-to-market strategies. Driving these 

shifts are consumers who want their goods delivered 

faster and more accurately than ever across both the 

business-to-consumer (B2C) and the business-to-

business (B2B) sales channels. 

Companies have jumped into the e-commerce pool feet 

first, an unsurprising trend considering the overwhelming 

revenue driven by online sales. In fact, Shopify expects 

worldwide e-commerce sales (B2C) to grow to $4.5 trillion 

by 2021. 

Not to be outdone, B2B online sales have grown 

steadily over the last few years. On track to hit $1.2 trillion 

in sales by 2021 (up from $889 billion in 2017), at which 

point it will account for more than 13% of all B2B sales 

in the U.S. B2B e-commerce is growing at a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.4%, according to 

Forrester Research.

While appealing for any company that sells products, 

these rising e-commerce numbers put extreme pressure 

on traditional warehouses and distribution centers (DCs), 

both of which must react to the changing marketplace in 

a very nimble and agile way. 

This presents unique challenges for shippers that 

are still working with bulky, bolted-down material 

handling equipment, spreadsheets, and even manual 

processes that occur outside of the Warehouse Control 

System. When operations systems and the facility’s 

forklifts aren’t fully integrated because processes and 

technologies are outdated, fulfilling a high volume of 

smaller, more frequent orders in a timely and accurate 

manner becomes nearly impossible. 

“The shift away from brick-and-mortar to online 

shopping is creating challenges that companies 

have never experienced before,” says Aaron Jones, 

president of Bastian Solutions. For example, where 

large DCs were traditionally situated at opposite 

ends of the country with the goal of covering a wide 

geographic area from mega facilities, the e-commerce 

boom necessitates high levels of speed and flexibility 

that these dispersed models can’t support. 

“Current e-commerce requires closer proximity to the 

customers,” Jones explains. “It’s extremely difficult for 

companies to meet delivery expectations when their 

distribution locations are a few days apart.” 

To address these challenges, companies are exploring 

new options like smaller facilities dispersed nationwide 

for quicker, more efficient shipping. To improve speed 

of delivery, achieve same-day delivery, and compete 

In a world where customers want their goods delivered faster and more accurately 
than ever, innovative material handling technologies are helping shippers meet those 

expectations while improving their own operational productivity and profitability. 

New market challenges offer 
new tech opportunities

“Current e-commerce requires closer 
proximity to the customers…It’s  

extremely difficult for companies to meet 
delivery expectations when their distribu-

tion locations are a few days apart.” 
—  Aaron Jones, president of Bastian Solutions
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want to improve operational 

efficiencies and maintain 

profitability while fulfilling 

changing customer 

expectations.  

“An integrated material 

handling solution addresses 

any logistics manager’s 

top pain points right now, 

namely how to reduce 

operating expenses while 

streamlining operations,” says Alan Dotts, sales manager, 

special products for Toyota Material Handling. 

STAYING AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION

Right now, shippers are also trying to figure out how to keep 

up with the competition in an environment where there is a 

clear “need for speed” in fulfillment and distribution. 

“Some companies have the process of taking orders and 

expediting shipping down to a science, but many others 

don’t,” says Dotts. 

Getting that process dialed in takes work that can be made 

easier by integrating forklifts within the overall warehouse 

solutions. In return, companies can not only operate more 

efficiently, but they can also more fully leverage economies of 

scale (e.g., reduction in the percentage of non-value-added 

time that drivers spend in a forklift).  

“As more companies seek out ways to speed up 

fulfillment and improve procedures, many will look to 

automation to help cut down on processes and operate in 

a leaner manner,” Dotts says. “In return, they get increased 

sales, reduced operating costs, increased order fulfillment, 

and happier customers.”  

with the Amazons of the 

world, companies are 

opening DCs close to 

large metropolitan areas 

to service consumers who 

have a growing demand for 

immediate fulfillment. 

One retail B2C shipper, 

for example, leverages 

larger, regional distribution 

centers for store fulfillment 

and some of its e-commerce fulfillment, plus smaller, 

metropolitan fulfillment centers that are focused on 

e-commerce fulfillment. 

LOW UNEMPLOYMENT, HIGH LABOR COSTS

As companies are pressured to increase order fulfillment 

speed, they’re also dealing with outside forces like a 

lack of skilled labor, low unemployment rates, and rising 

labor costs. To offset these challenges, many shippers 

are turning to automated material handling options 

that can take on day-to-day tasks while leaving human 

labor to focus on more advanced tasks like machine 

programming, equipment maintenance, and supervision.

The influx of smaller orders, unique products in inventory, 

more valued-added services, and more reverse logistics—all 

with less available and reliable labor, less time to process an 

order, and less margin for error—is driving initiatives to increase 

productivity, cube utilization, flexibility, and scalability. 

When designed, planned for, implemented, and managed 

properly, automation helps companies hurdle these and 

other challenges. Paired with advanced material handling 

options, automation opens new doors for shippers that 

One retail B2C shipper, for example, 
leverages larger, regional distribution 

centers for store fulfillment and some of 
its e-commerce fulfillment, plus smaller, 
metropolitan fulfillment centers that are 

focused on e-commerce fulfillment. 

“An integrated material handling solution 
addresses any logistics manager’s 

 top pain points right now, namely how  
to reduce operating expenses while 

streamlining operations.”
—  Alan Dotts, sales manager,  

special products for Toyota Material Handling 
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These challenges lead to several questions for warehouse 

operations. In a world of material handling where automation 

is constantly advancing, how do you know which technologies 

and processes best fit your operation? And, how do you 

ultimately determine the right mix of equipment and software—

all while optimizing facility layout and business workflows? 

Bastian Solutions and its parent company, Toyota Advanced 

Logistics (TAL), have the answers to these questions and more. 

TAL was formed in 2017, when Toyota Industries Corporation 

(TICO) acquired Bastian Solutions, LLC to better align with 

market changes and customer needs in the area of logistics. 

TAL focuses on effectively blending advanced warehouse 

automation with material handling solutions. 

By leveraging this integrated offering, companies can manage 

goal planning, data analysis, evaluation, and implementation in a 

very simple and cost-effective manner. 

With consulting services ranging from network design 

to distribution facility design to labor management—and 

technology solutions focused on forklifts, order fulfillment, 

goods-to-person, sortation, automated guided vehicles, 

and conveyors (to name just a few)—Bastian Solutions, as 

the first TAL company, is taking innovative material handling 

technologies to new heights for a wide variety of retailers, 

shippers, and logistics providers. 

A CROSS THE END-TO-END SUPPLY CHAIN, companies are being pressured to increase order fulfillment speed 

and deliver orders with very low quantities. These realities increase operational complexity in the warehouse and DC 

while creating major challenges for companies that try to meet today’s fulfillment tasks using disparate, disconnected legacy 

systems and equipment. 

The Best of Both Worlds: 

From the manufacturer’s floor to the end user’s door, Bastian Solutions provides 
an integrated solution that ensures rapid order fulfillment.

MAKING THE CASE
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES

Advanced material handling 
+ warehouse automation
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widespread warehouse automation 

initiatives that include forklifts and other 

material handling equipment, operations 

managers start to see benefits almost 

immediately. Not only do they get a more 

efficient, streamlined fulfillment operation 

that requires less labor, but they also 

reduce waste, improve productivity, 

speed up processes, and move more 

orders within a smaller amount of time. 

“Our solutions help companies improve 

the productivity of anyone working in 

and around the fleet, driving the trucks, 

and fulfilling orders,” says Aaron Jones, 

president of Bastian Solutions. 

Other key benefits include increases in 

“value-added time” associated with each 

material handling vehicle—a measure 

that many shippers either don’t know or 

don’t understand. Put simply, the cost 

of a vehicle goes beyond just purchase 

price, and includes the maintenance, 

repair, and other costs associated with 

A PERFECT BLEND 

By integrating forklifts within warehouse 

automation, Bastian Solutions, with the 

support of Toyota Advanced Logistics, 

is breaking the mold in a world where 

many companies have been using the 

same processes and equipment for 

decades. These archaic processes are 

no longer good enough for today’s fast-

paced, e-commerce driven distribution 

environment. Age-old systems are slowly 

giving way to more advanced, efficient, 

lean options. 

“Historically, our industry has been 

divided into two segments: traditional 

material handling suppliers that sell 

and support forklifts and automated 

systems providers that help companies 

develop and implement automated 

solutions,” says Troy Donnelly, TAL VP 

of integration. “By effectively blending 

these two powerful forces into one, TAL 

pairs Toyota’s existing material handling 

infrastructure with Bastian’s automated 

solutions integration capabilities.”

This marriage also incorporates Toyota’s 

huge dealer network, which spends its time 

out on the front lines, working with shippers 

and helping them solve their most pressing 

material handling problems. These dealers 

and their 6,000+ service technicians are 

now closely aligned with Bastian Solutions 

and all future TAL subsidiaries to offer 

automated solutions that advance their 

customers’ fulfillment operations to new 

levels. 

Once in place, those systems are then 

maintained by that large, nationwide 

group of experienced service technicians. 

“Knowing those qualified techs are standing 

by, ready to help,” Donnelly adds, “is a 

tremendous asset for our customers.”

IMMEDIATE BENEFITS

When they implement full-scale and 

running that piece of equipment over a 

specific period of time.  

An integrated warehouse management 

approach also helps companies ship 

more with less, meet the demands of their 

current customer bases, and take on even 

more customers. 

“By working with TAL, and essentially 

Bastian Solutions, companies get a name 

that they know and trust combined with 

automation expertise that spans the 

entire warehouse or logistics facility,” says 

Mike Romano, president and CEO of 

TAL. “For anyone who is already working 

with Toyota, it’s just a simple matter of 

expanding the relationship into an area 

that many other companies are already 

migrating to and benefiting from. It’s an 

easy transition.”

FROM THE MANUFACTURER’S FLOOR 

TO THE END USER’S DOOR 

In blending automation with material 

handling to develop advanced 

solutions that help shippers meet 

evolving customer demands, Bastian 

Solutions has created a “one-stop-

shop” for all of a company’s modern-

day fulfillment needs. 

Dave Morzella, Toyota Material Handling, 

U.S.A. warehouse sales specialist, says 

the one-stop-shop environment helps 

companies view their supply chains more 

holistically, versus just zeroing in on one link 

that needs to be fixed or upgraded.

“It can take two, three, or sometimes 

more providers offering different parts of 

a full solution. And even then, you might 

miss something. With Bastian Solutions, 

we can cover all of those warehouse 

automation needs,” says Morzella. “From 

the manufacturer’s floor all the way to 

the end user, we provide technology 

and equipment to increase your order 

fulfillment rate.”  

“Historically, our industry 
has been divided into two 

segments: traditional  
material handling  

suppliers that sell and  
support forklifts and 

automated systems pro-
viders that help companies 

develop and implement 
automated solutions…”

“…by effectively blending 
these two powerful forces 

into one, TAL pairs Toyota’s 
existing material handling 

infrastructure with Bas-
tian’s automated solutions 

integration capabilities.”
—  Troy Donnelly, TAL VP of integration
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W HEN ALAN DOTTS HEARD ABOUT THE LOGISTICS AND WAREHOUSING COMPANY that was 

struggling to keep up with its customers’ demands using its age-old material handling equipment, 

he knew it would be the perfect match for an integrative solution with Toyota Material Handling and Bastian 

Solutions. In need of more than just a few forklifts or pieces of material handling equipment, the logistics 

provider was ripe for a 21st Century overhaul. 

Using innovative material 
handling technology to expand 

within an existing footprint 
Here’s how one logistics provider who was out of physical space worked with TAL to streamline 

its fulfillment operations, eliminate wasted space, and take on more customers. 

In business for more than 25 years, the 

company was running like a typical “old school 

transportation firm,” says Dotts, sales manager, 

special products for Toyota Material Handling. In 

other words, it was managing both inbound and 

outbound traffic while also warehousing some 

of its customers’ goods. Its 500,000-square-

foot facility was packed full of racking, had 

multiple dock doors, and relied on a fleet of 

about 12 forklifts. 

MAKING THE CASE
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES
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—  Megan McGriff, assistant manager, parts marketing, sales, and 
promotions for Toyota Material Handling, U.S.A. (TMHU)

MAKING THE CASE
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES

Having reached capacity, the company 

wanted to keep growing its business, but 

lacked the physical room to do so at its existing 

location. “They thought they needed a bigger 

building,” says Dotts, “so they asked their 

Toyota forklift representative—who they’d been 

working with for 

years—for help. 

Ultimately, they 

wanted to work 

with just one 

company to solve 

their problems.”

That’s exactly 

what happened 

when Bastian 

Solutions was brought into the conversation. 

Soon after, the company’s Toyota forklift 

representative worked with an integration expert 

from Bastian Solutions to analyze data (e.g., 

inbound and outbound truck activity, storage 

processes, etc.) from the logistics provider’s 

current operations. 

With the assessment completed, Bastian 

Solutions determined that by adding conveyors 

and an automated storage system, the 

company would be able to improve their storage 

and retrieval processes in order to optimize 

forklift usage and operator activity.

This assessment also significantly reduced 

the amount of floor space used for storage and 

eliminated the need for aisles. “It was a racking 

warehouse, so half of its space was basically 

empty aisles,” says Dotts. “Using an automated 

storage system, they reduced the number of 

aisles and the need for extra floor space.”  

The retrofit didn’t end there. Conveyors were 

installed and are now used to unload all inbound 

shipments, with the goods then traveling from 

the truck to the conveyor and right to the 

automated storage system. The latter then 

takes the merchandise and stores it in a specific 

location. To fulfill an outbound order, the same 

system removes the merchandise from that 

location and moves it to a designated site for 

staging and shipment.  

According to Dotts, the automated storage 

system took up 50% 

less floor space 

than the company’s 

previous system, 

thus allowing 

it to expand its 

operations and take 

on new business—

all without the 

need for physical 

expansion or relocation. “These updates also 

helped them optimize their forklift usage,” says 

Dotts, “which translated into reduced operating 

expenses.”

Looking at the bigger picture, Dotts says the 

logistics provider now understands the value 

of an innovative material handling technology 

and can replicate its success in other areas 

of the country. “They solved their problem at 

their Midwest warehouse, and now they can 

duplicate that model in other areas and regions 

of the U.S.,” says Dotts, “where they can 

effectively start off at a certain size and be able 

to grow within the same footprint.”

“It was a racking warehouse, so half of its 
space was basically empty aisles… 

Using an automated storage system, they 
reduced the number of aisles and the 

need for extra floor space.”  
—  Alan Dotts, sales manager,  

special products for Toyota Material Handling

“They solved their problem at their  
Midwest warehouse, and now they 
can duplicate that model in other 

areas and regions of the U.S., where 
they can effectively start off at a  
certain size and be able to grow 

 within the same footprint.”
—  Alan Dotts, sales manager,  

special products for Toyota Material Handling
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Innovative material  
handling technologies

When companies integrate their material handling and automation initiatives, everyone wins. 

BENEFITS FOR THE WAREHOUSE OR DC MANAGER: Focused on managing a high volume of 

orders with fewer items per order in an expedient manner, warehouse and DC managers have their work 

cut out for them right now. Add the lack of skilled labor and the rising cost of labor to the equation and 

the benefits of blending automation with advanced material handling options become clear.  

From space savings to lower building costs to improved productivity, those benefits directly 

impact a company’s bottom line. Within the warehouse itself, key wins include a more efficient 

material flow, optimized labor costs, reduced inventory, and improved safety. 

“When used correctly, automation definitely allows a facility to operate in a safer manner,” 

says Aaron Jones, president of Bastian Solutions. “This alone is a major benefit for a warehouse 

manager who wants to maintain the company’s good safety record.” 

MAKING THE CASE FOR

MAKING THE CASE
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES
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— Aaron Jones, president of Bastian Solutions

Innovative material handling technology 

also helps warehouse and DC managers 

handle the high volume of smaller orders 

that customers are placing via e-commerce 

and other channels. In many cases, one 

shipping transaction may include just one 

or two products—and can be as small as a 

single pencil—that have to be shipped right 

to a customer’s doorstep. 

“The complexity is greater than sending 

one 53-foot trailer filled with pallets to 

a brick-and-mortar store,” says Jones. 

This puts new pressures on warehouse 

managers and gets them thinking about 

how the blending of material handling with 

automation can help them work smarter, 

better, and faster. Intelligent warehouse 

control and warehouse execution system 

(WCS & WES) software combined 

with advanced goods-to-person 

shuttle systems are just one example 

of warehouse automation that can be 

coupled to improve operations and  

tackle growing rates of smaller, 

e-commerce orders.

BENEFITS FOR THE CFO: Tasked 

with managing a company’s financial 

actions, tracking cash flow, and analyzing 

the company’s financial strengths and 

weaknesses, CFOs are very interested 

in automation in an economic climate 

with low unemployment and rising labor 

rates. A CFO who is interested in reducing 

a company’s operating expenses, for 

example, understands that increasing 

operational efficiencies is one of the best 

ways to achieve that goal. 

“By increasing those efficiencies, you 

reduce equipment costs,” says Alan 

Dotts, sales manager, special products 

for Toyota Material Handling, U.S.A. 

“You’ll also save on worker wages, 

benefits, worker’s compensation, and 

paid time off. These are some pretty 

obvious savings that innovative material 

handling technologies provide.” 

And similar to the gains illustrated by 

the Midwestern logistics case study, 

companies that installed automated 

storage systems can turn to automation 

instead of having to expand physically—

always a costly proposition. 

“When you can consolidate and 

automate, you save money. That’s music 

to the CEO’s ears,” says Dotts. “Any CFO 

probably knows the dollars-and-cents of 

how much it costs to buy another building 

or expand a current location. That can easily 

be compared to the cost of moving over to 

an integrated material handling system. It’s 

a no-brainer for the CFO.”

 

BENEFITS FOR THE COO: When 

Jones walks into a fulfillment center and 

sees the COO out on the floor picking 

orders and consolidating shipments, he 

knows something is off kilter with that 

particular operation. After all, a COO’s 

responsibilities are to oversee ongoing 

business operations within the company 

and report back to the CEO—not get 

down and dirty on the warehouse floor. 

“If someone doesn’t show up for work, 

who has to fill in?” Jones asks. “You do.” 

Innovative material handling 

technology helps COOs avoid this trap 

by requiring fewer human resources and 

less scheduling. This leaves the COO 

time to handle more important tasks than 

picking and packing boxes. 

“A lot of COOs are struggling to 

bring in dependable staff to work every 

day,” says Jones. “In fact, there’s a 

state of chaos in this area right now, 

to some extent.” Automated systems 

help to reduce that chaos and infuse a 

sense of performance for COOs who 

are expected to keep their company’s 

fulfillment operations running smoothly 

and efficiently.”

Whether it’s a robotic solution, a crane, 

a conveyor, or a forklift, each of these 

technologies has industry-expected 

uptime and availability. “This delivers a 

sense of stability to an operation—even 

if 20% of your staff doesn’t show up to 

work on a given day, adds Jones.”   

“Any CFO probably knows the dollars-and-cents of  
how much it costs to buy another building or expand  

a current location. That can easily be compared to  
the cost of moving over to an integrated material  
handling system. It’s a no-brainer for the CFO.”

—  Alan Dotts, sales manager, special products for Toyota Material Handling

“When used correctly, automation definitely allows a  
facility to operate in a safer manner. This alone is a major  
benefit for a warehouse manager who wants to maintain  

the company’s good safety record.” 

MAKING THE CASE
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES
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The time to automate is now

T HE LOGISTICS ENVIRONMENT IS PRETTY COMPLEX RIGHT NOW thanks to the rapid uptick in 

e-commerce. Smaller orders, more unique products in inventory, more valued-added services, more 

reverse logistics, less available and reliable labor, less time to process an order, and less margin for error 

are all driving initiatives to increase fulfillment productivity, cube utilization, flexibility, and scalability. 

To hit these and other goals, more companies 

are turning to innovative material handling 

technology that automates and streamlines their 

operations. And while improved efficiency remains 

one of the biggest benefits of such moves, a 

potentially safer workplace, reduced potential 

for human error, and less reliance on human 

resources come together to make automation a 

win-win for companies of all sizes. 

“Moving faster is a requirement in today’s 

market despite the lack of new personnel to 

help businesses keep up,” says Dave Morzella, 

a Toyota Material Handling warehouse sales 

specialist. “But those same companies have to 

alter their fulfillment practices or risk being left 

behind by competitors who do. So we’re seeing 

The e-commerce world isn’t getting any easier to navigate, and the labor shortage  
isn’t letting up anytime soon. Isn’t it time you implemented innovative  

material handling technology that can take your operation to the next level?

MAKING THE CASE
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL HANDLING TECHNOLOGIES
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some difficult new challenges for 

successful businesses.”

That’s where automation and 

innovative material handling 

technologies come into the picture. 

By replacing antiquated systems that 

were put in place years (or maybe even 

decades) ago, companies gain access 

to real-time data and metrics that help 

improve decision-making while creating 

leaner, more efficient operations. 

“Using automation, companies can 

pick shipments faster and get them 

out the door in a timely manner,” says 

Morzella, who tells interested shippers 

to kick off their automation initiatives by 

taking a step back and examining their 

operations. Ask yourself questions like: 

•  How many people are working in 

your operation?

•  How many of those people are 

crossing paths with one another?

•  How many are doing duplicate work 

or retracing their steps?

•  How much floor space 

 is being wasted? 

•  How much floor space is  

dedicated to aisles?

•  Can you go up higher with your 

current system? 

•  Are there any other ways to optimize 

your real estate, equipment, and 

operators?

As you work through these 

questions, consider the customer 

demands and “need for speed” that 

are dictating how your company 

does business right now. Then, ask 

yourself if your warehouse or DC is 

really equipped to efficiently manage 

these demands while simultaneously 

taking on new business and growing 

its bottom line. 

“Customer expectations have 

changed, and if companies 

don’t adapt to deliver in the right 

timeframe, those sales will go to 

the competition,” Morzella warns. 

“To stay ahead of competitors, 

you have to buy in to the fact that 

automation is not a future state. It’s 

the present requirement. The time 

to make the move is now.”

1. DEFINE YOUR STRATEGY 
AND ACTION PLAN.  
Without a strategy, people don’t 
know where they’re going and 
without an action plan people know 
where to go but don’t know how to 
get there. Develop an all-encom-
passing strategy of dates, responsi-
bilities, and checklists for managing 
the change automation will bring to 
your organization.

2. CREATE TOP TO BOTTOM 
“BUY IN” WITHIN YOUR  
ORGANIZATION. To avoid resis-
tance to change, the entire operation 
needs to be invested in the project. 
Leverage the organizational strengths 
and corporate message to promote 
the reasons why automation is being 
implemented into the operation. Use 
incentive or recognition programs to 
encourage employees to embrace 
the changes.

3. ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE 
AND CONSTANT  
COMMUNICATION.  
To avoid unnecessary frustra-
tion, effective communication 
must be established. From 
senior management to floor 
operators, everyone needs to 
be marching to the beat of the 
same drum.  

4. CREATE OWNERSHIP 
AND RESPONSIBILITY.  
To avoid self-inflicted obstacles 
and time delays, ownership 
and responsibility must be 
established. Whether it is man-
agement, inventory control, or 
the operators themselves, ev-
eryone must know their role in 
the project. Without ownership 
and clearly defined responsibil-
ities, expect holes in coverage 
and clusters of focus.

READY TO MAKE A MOVE INTO WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION? 
HERE ARE SIX STEPS YOU’LL WANT TO TAKE TO ENSURE A SMOOTH INTEGRATION. 

5. DEVELOP A THOROUGH 
TRAINING PROGRAM.  
At least for now, people 
ultimately manage complex 
automated systems. To avoid 
apprehension and frustration, 
create a thorough and encour-
aging training plan that ensures 
employees are comfortable and 
knowledgeable about their roles 
as it relates to the automation.

6. MANAGE EXPECTATIONS. 
Last, but not least, manage 
your expectations. Naturally, 
there are going to be unex-
pected obstacles to overcome 
and every aspect of the project 
will not go exactly as planned. 
Avoid making assumptions 
or developing pre-conceived 
notions about the outcome  
of the project. Prepare, pre-
pare, prepare.

6 WAYS TO PREPARE 
FOR A SUCCESSFUL AUTOMATION IMPLEMENTATION

MAKING THE CASE
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TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WHAT TOYOTA CAN DO,  

VISIT WWW.TOYOTAFORKLIFT.COM

CUSTOMER SUPPORT: 1-800-381-5879

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WHAT BASTIAN SOLUTIONS CAN DO,  

VISIT WWW.BASTIANSOLUTIONS.COM

CUSTOMER SUPPORT: 1-888-575-9992
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